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AWP 2023 Panel Outline F191 
 
EVENT TITLE: Writing the Land: Inspiration and Perspiration to Create 
Poetry 
 
EVENT DESCRIPTION: What if you were paired with a conserved land for 
a year to visit and create three poems inspired by place and preservation? 
In this panel, five diverse, emerging, and established poets from east, 
central, and northwest regions will share their writing process and poems. 
Their protected lands ranged from protected habitats, sanctuaries, farms, 
and ranches, to ecosystems and wilderness preserves. Their poetry and 
the methodologies used to create their poems will challenge and inspire 
you. 
 
EVENT CATEGORY: Poetry Craft and Criticism 
 
Event Organizer, Moderator & Participant: 

Catalina Marie Cantú: (Xicanx) was born in San Francisco to Mexican and 
Madeiran parents. Cantú is a multi-genre writer, Jack Straw Fellow, Alum of 
VONA and The Mineral School. She has received funding from Artists’ 
Trust, Hedgebrook, Hugo House, and Centrum. Her poems and stories 
have been published and anthologized. Cantú earned a B.A. in La Raza 
Studies, and a J.D. from the University of Washington. She a co-founding 
member and Board President of La Sala Artists’, a Community Board 
member of the UNESCO Seattle City of Literature, and lives in West 
Seattle. 

Event Participants: 
Leona Sevick: Leona Sevick is the 2017 Press 53 Poetry Award Winner 
for her first full-length book of poems, Lion Brothers. Her recent work 
appears in Orion, Birmingham Poetry Review, Blackbird, and the Southern 
Review.  She is provost and Professor of English at Bridgewater College in 
Virginia, where she teaches Asian American literature. 
 
Erica Reid: Erica Reid earned her MFA from Western Colorado University 
(2022) and serves as assistant editor at THINK Journal. Her poetry has 
been nominated for Best New Poets and a Pushcart Prize. Erica is a 
contributing poet for the national Writing the Land project and its 2022 
anthology Windblown II. 
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CMarie Fuhrman: CMarie Fuhrman is the author of Camped Beneath the 
Dam: Poems and co-editor of Cascadia Field Guide: Art, Ecology, and Poetry 
and Native Voices: Indigenous Poetry, Craft, and Conversations. She 
has published or forthcoming poetry and nonfiction in multiple journals, 
including Terrain.org, Emergence Magazine, Platform Review, Northwest 
Review, Yellow Medicine Review, Poetry Northwest, and several 
anthologies.  CMarie is a columnist for the Inlander and the Director of the 
Elk River Writers Workshop. CMarie is Associate Director and Poetry 
Director at Western Colorado University, where she teaches Nature 
Writing. She is the current Idaho Writer in Residence and resides in the 
mountains of Idaho. 
 
Diane Raptosh: Diane Raptosh was Boise’s Poet Laureate (2013) and the 
2013-2016 Idaho Writer in Residence. She has received three literature 
fellowships from the Idaho Arts Council. Her American Amnesiac was 
longlisted for the 2013 National Book Award. Her new book, Hand Signs 
from Eternity’s Yurt, came out in June 2022. She teaches literature and 
creative writing at The College of Idaho, where she also co-directs the 
program in Prison Studies/Criminal Justice. 
 
Opening Remarks and Housekeeping Announcements 
 
Good afternoon, and welcome to “Writing the Land: Inspiration and 
Perspiration to Create Poetry.”  My name is Catalina Marie Cantú, and I am 
the moderator and participant on this awesome panel. Thank you for joining 
us today despite your jetlag and sleep deprivation!  
 
A few reminders before we begin: 
-For those needing or wishing to follow along to a written text, please let the 
moderator of the panel, (Catalina Marie Cantú), know, and a printed copy 
will be delivered to you.  
-Please make sure that spaces marked for wheelchairs remain clear of 
chairs or other barriers. 
-Treat service animals as working animals and do not attempt to distract or 
pet them. 
-Be aware of those with chemical sensitivities and refrain from wearing 
scented products. 
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-Please be aware that your fellow attendees may have invisible disabilities. 
Do not question anyone’s use of an accommodation while at the 
conference, including chairs reserved for those for disabilities. 
 
With all the options for panels and the bookfair, we appreciate you 
spending the next seventy-five minute with us. We hope you are excited 
and curious about this topic. This panel came about to share the 
collaboration between poets and preservation land across our country. A 
collaboration that came with its’ eclectic inspiration and perspiration to 
create poetry. 
 
First what is the Writing the Land project? The first anthology published in 
Fall of 2021 had few diverse poets. In response, there was a national 
outreach to BBIA (Black, Brown, Indigenous, Asian) and LGBTQ poets to 
participate. Our panel today reflects that national outreach as well as the 
creativity to the challenges of preservation land. Please join me in 
welcoming Leona Sevick, Erica Reid, CMarie Fuhrman, Diane Raptosh and 
myself, Catalina Marie Cantú. By sharing our methodologies, we hope you 
will apply to the Writing the Land project that has generated six poetry 
anthologies of preservation lands across our country. 
 
Participant Remarks and Reading of Poems with photos of preservation 
land: 
 
Leona Sevick: 
When I was introduced to this project by a writer friend, I didn’t immediately 
think that I was right for this work since I’ve written only a few poems that 
focus on the land. Most of my poems are about relationships between 
people (parents, children, lovers). But I had written a few poems about my 
grandfather’s farm in MD where I grew up and once owned a home, and so 
I thought I’d try.  
 
In late spring I drove down to Amelia Courthouse, a county near Richmond 
and a couple of hours from my home in VA, and I met Callie Walker and 
her husband Dan—both pastors. I knew instantly that my poems would be 
about their life’s project: gifting the farmland Callie’s father gifted to her to a 
family who would raise their own food. The land had been part of a large 
plantation, and it was Callie’s wish to gift it to Black farmers who would 
reclaim that land in trust. Two of my poems directly engage the issue of 
race and slavery; one engages the commitment to permaculture. I’d like to 
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read them now from the Writing the Land: Foodways and Social Justice 
anthology. 
*Read poems with photos of land. 
 
Erica Reid:  
I interviewed the owner of the ranch that I was assigned, who told me about 
his family's history on the ranch over the course of several decades. The 
ranch changed ownership this year, so I also connected with its new owner, 
and discussed the ways this new family is conserving the land (for 
instance, by permitting fewer cows to graze the land than many 
neighboring ranches do). I visited the ranch in April 2022 for a day trip to 
gather initial notes, drafted two of my poems, then visited the ranch again 
in May 2022, this time for an overnight trip, to get a sense of the ways the 
ranch had changed (weather, birds, etc.) between my visits and to 
experience the ranch at night. I also did a lot of my own research about the 
concept of conservation easements on private land (such as ranches), 
which is key to understanding this ranch as a "preserved land" in keeping 
with the Writing the Land ethic. Reading poems from Writing the Land: 
Windblown II anthology. 
Read poems with photos of preservation land. 
 
CMarie Fuhrman:  
The two lands that I chose to write about are part of the Payette Land 
Trust. I had spent time on or near both before learning about this project or 
about the trust. I met the organizer of the project through a friend and 
agreed to write poems about these places because of their significance to 
Native people, particularly Nez Perce. 
 
Because the South Fork Ranch is inaccessible, except by river, for many 
months in the year, I wrote about it from memory and by revisiting old 
photographs. When I read the press release by Payette Land Trust for the 
acquisition of the land, I knew that I had to use that to make an erasure 
poem. The press release placed Native people in the past and off the land, 
the poem had to undo that. 
 
I visited the town piece with the Executive Director of Payette Land Trust. I 
wanted to not only know it physically, but to hear the history and what it 
meant to the trust. It is surrounded by subdivisions and unique in the glacial 
boulders that still exist. During that visit, we watched a storm roll in over a 
nearby mountain where a fire raged. We talked about the need for fire and 
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how that piece likely would have burned several times and benefitted the 
beings that lived upon it. Now, with the encroaching homes, there would be 
no fire. That conversation informed my poems. Writing the Land: Currents 
anthology. 
Photos of the land as well as *photos of the poems. 
 
 
Diane Raptosh:  
I visited the Salmon School Garden in Salmon, Idaho, two times. It was the 
off-season both times I visited, and so I took a series of photographs and 
tried to envision the garden in its fullest glory. I walked the perimeter of the 
grounds and took extensive notes on what I saw had been growing and 
what was simply lying about, such as straw bales and wheelbarrows. I just 
tried to let the garden enter me, to feel its moods and motions. I also 
researched the garden as thoroughly as I could and took many pages of 
notes. After that, I knew I would need poetic form to help me bring the three 
poems into shape. I modeled the first poem, “For the Salmon School 
Garden, Salmon, Idaho” after Christopher Smart’s anaphoric lines in “from 
Jubilate Agno.” The “Land Trust Love Canticle” is in the form of an 
American sonnet, after poets Terrance Hayes and Wanda Coleman. The 
“Salmon School Land Trust Sutra” is one long thread or suture. My 
daughter Keats Conley (who also wrote three WTL poems) and I swapped 
drafts of our WTL poems back and forth over the period of a few weeks, 
which was helpful for us both as well as supremely enjoyable. I will read 
those poems now, from the anthology Writing the Land: Windblown II. 
Read poems with photos of preservation land. 
 
 
Catalina Marie Cantú: 
In the fall of 2021, I thought I would have twelve months to walk my ten-
acre farmland on Whidbey Island, through the seasons, do research, and 
create three poems. My farm was the first land gift to the Agrarian Trust in 
2019 and started the Puget Sound Agrarian Commons and the Agrarian 
Commons Movement. In February 2022, Puget Sound Agrarian Commons 
selected Modest Family Solutions as the long-term lease holding steward 
of the farmland. That same month, I was invited to visit my farmland, walk 
the hay fields, and climb through blackberries to the upper meadow to view 
fruit trees planted. I met the families of Modest Family Solutions and shared 
my poetry vision to have the land tell its’ story as “Who I Was, Who I Am, 
and Who Will I Be?” There was positive response. My three poems were 
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due June 15, 2022. I was also invited to read my poems in two locations in 
New York City in October 2022. 
 
In May 2022, I returned to Whidbey Island to meet with Black Seed 
Agroecology Farm & Village (formerly Modest Family Solutions), but they 
were still negotiating the lease and could not meet. I continued my land 
research at the Island County Historical Museum, read books about 
Whidbey Island fire and land history and interviewed members of South 
Whidbey Tilth, the adjacent farm neighbor. I wanted to respectfully use 
Lushootseed, the Snohomish language in my poems. I consulted with 
CMarie Fuhrman, the Snohomish Tribal Committee of South Whidbey, and 
Duwamish Thomas Speer. Thanks to their support, I now share my three 
poems with you from Writing the Land: Foodways and Social Justice 
anthology.  
Read poems with photos of the land. 
 
Moderator Questions: 
 

1. If you could change anything about the methodology used, what 
would it be? And why? 
 
Leona Sevick: I think I would have taken the time to visit with Callie 
and her family sooner in the process.  I wish I would have seen the 
farm at different times during the year, and I wish I could have met 
more of the people who have been touched by her spirit and 
generosity. 

 
Erica Reid: I wish I’d had more time. My land is privately owned and 
while the owners were very, very generous, it’s a working ranch and I 
did not want to bother them too often. I had two visits and I wish I 
could have had a dozen, though that wasn’t realistic either for my 
own time or for the ranch’s. I imagine you can never “know” the land 
as well as you’d like.  

 
CMarie Fuhrman: About the methodology I would change nothing. 

 
Diane Raptosh: In terms of my own methodology, I would have like 
my work schedule to have allowed more visits to the site during 
spring. I was somewhat hampered by my own travel schedule, limited 
as it was by my teaching responsibilities. 
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Catalina Marie Cantú: Hindsight being what it is, I would have asked 
that the farmland not be included for at least two years to allow time 
for Black Seed Agroecology Farm & Village to move forward in their 
lease and farmland plans. However, within four months, I visited the 
land and stayed overnight twice, interviewed neighbors, former and 
future owners, researched the Indigenous land use and the 
colonization impacts.  
 

2. What inspired your poems that you shared with us today? And why? 
 
Leona Sevick: I’ve always been interested in farmers and how they 
respect the land that gives so much to them and those they love. I’m 
also interested in issues of race and privilege and finding a 
farmer/minister who is as interested in issues of social justice as she 
is in food sources and sustainability is something of a surprise. It’s a 
gift that I didn’t expect to receive.  

 
Erica Reid: I visited my land understanding I was going to be writing 
about it, and all three of my poems take very specific details from my 
two visits. My goal during my visits was simply to notice, then to craft 
the actual poems later, so I could spend as much time simply drinking 
in the details of the space and gather as much sensory detail as 
possible when I returned home to edit and craft. I tend to work in 
formal structures, such as the duplex form that I shared, and often I’ll 
use those forms as a scaffolding to figure out how to share the details 
I’ve gathered. In other cases, such as with “Graze,” the form develops 
in an organic way, led by the memories and experiences. 

 
CMarie Fuhrman: As I wrote in my methods, the inspiration for the 
form the poems took was in trying to disrupt the narrative of 
ownership, such documents as Press Releases and maps—all of 
which are skewed toward a human, particularly post-colonial human 
point of view. 
 
Diane Raptosh: I was inspired by fact and concept of mother- and 
grandmother-hood, since my daughter Keats and I both were invited 
to write about the Lemhi Regional Land Trust—she, about the 
Hayden Creek Ranch Conservation Easement, and me about the 
Salmon School Garden. Everything about that garden to me 
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symbolized the power of seeds and children (my daughter and 
grandchildren live near the Salmon School); the promise of Earth-as-
mother and the shapes of the parent flowers; the patience of the 
neighboring Salmon River and its waves of regeneration. I tried to 
find “parent poems” as models to help me determine form and 
techniques to handle the subject matter. 

 
Catalina Marie Cantú: My father grew up on a farm along the 
Texas/Mexico border and shared stories of living in harmony with 
nature, respectful land use practices, and the use of edible and 
medicinal plants. After conducting research on the Coast Salish 
Snohomish with their 10,000-year land history, I wanted to honor their 
land. Their land told me how to tell its’ past, present, and future.   

 
3. What would be your words of advice to poets who want to write for 

the Writing the Land project? 
 
Leona Sevick: Take the time to visit the land multiple times if you’re 
able—to see it at different moments of the year’s cycle. It offers 
different gifts. 

 
Erica Reid: I would leave time to visit the land in different seasons. I 
was able to visit twice, about a month apart, and even that short 
amount of time changed my experience significantly. During my 
second visit I was able to stay overnight, so I could enjoy the way the 
land responded to night and morning.  

 
CMarie Fuhrman: My advice would be to get to know the land from its 
conception. How was it formed, what stories lie in the soil and rock. 
Who are its original beings? What wandered there before white 
imagination? Spend some time on the land. Spend the night. Listen 
for a day. Just listen. Not with apps or books or people to interpret. 
Let the land talk to you and tell you what it needs you to say. 

 
Diane Raptosh: I would recommend allowing a lot of time for 
repeated visits to the site, for taking notes and photographs, and for 
letting the place sink into the writer’s bloodstream. I agree that paying 
attention to travel time is very important. I was five hours away by car. 
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Catalina Marie Cantú: Ask how long the land has been in 
preservation before committing to writing about it. Determine the 
amount of travel time to and from the land. Will you need to spend the 
night? For me, I was two hours away by car on freeway and ferry. I 
fortunate to stay overnight when I visited. Talk to everyone who has 
had a connection to the land for their stories and photos. Walk the 
land, listen to trees, sit, and close your eyes. 

 
 


